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Another ‘reform’ of WHO?

2021 will be a decisive year for the World Health Organization, the highest health authority of this world, whose decisions we must be able to trust as the discussions about its role in the public management of the Covid-19 pandemic has shown.

When President Trump started threatening WHO with the withdrawal of the United States funding, the government of Germany said that, even if the Democratic Party were to win and reinstate US-membership of WHO, there would still be a need to discuss reforming WHO. The problem is that WHO has been reformed under neoliberal ideology for over 20 years and unfortunately, WHO Member-states, as well as senior WHO officials, have not always played a constructive role in the reform of this UN agency. ii

In this short text, I raise a number of possibilities, relating to language, propaganda even, and power, which could contribute to reclaiming WHO’s capacity to unequivocally work for peoples’ health.

But before that, let us look at key touchstones for reflections on WHO’s role in the international health arena:

Remember WHO’s constitutional mandate and core-functions

WHO’s objective to work for the “attainment by all peoples of the highest possible level of health” (Article 1) where health is understood as “a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity….” (preamble)

WHO’s constitutional function to “act as the directing and co-ordinating authority on international health work.” (Article 2a)

WHO’s role as regulatory and standard setting body in international health matters. (Articles 2k and 2u)

WHO’s duty to “assist in developing an informed public opinion among all peoples on matters of health.” (Article 2r)

And “generally, to take all the necessary action to attain the objectives of the Organization.” (v)

The people involved in establishing this UN specialized agency after the second World War also stressed:
“Informed opinion and active co-operation on the part of the public are of the utmost importance in the improvement of the health of the people”; and

“Governments have the responsibility for the health of their peoples which can be fulfilled only by the provision of adequate health and social measures.” (Preamble) iii

Harmful changes

But governments have often hindered efforts undertaken in the interests of their people due to the rise of neoliberal ideology. Harmful changes resulting from the neoliberal restructuring of WHO and the international health arena include:

1) a gradual narrowing and re-definition of the role of WHO in the international public health arena – more or less reducing WHO’s role to that of a broker of public-private partnerships and part of a global ‘multi-stakeholder governance’ system.

2) the weaving of opaque webs of influence between mega-philanthropies, transnational corporations, WHO (and other UN agencies), government institutions, academics, and a number of public-interest-Non-State actors (PINGOs and civil society organizations and networks) which influence our health policies more than we think.

3) the framing of a neoliberal multi-stakeholder/partnership narrative, including the redefinition of key-political and legal terms, in a way that prevents open and informed discussions and decisions and undermines WHO’s mandate to safeguard international public interests.

4) the rise of a culture of secrecy and censorship which has gradually seeped into all spheres.

Language and power

But we are not powerless in the face of these changes. Insights from language (including propaganda) as power can help us to question these harmful redefinitions and narratives (the storylines which may shape politics and our lives). This is an entirely cost free endeavour which will allow all relevant public actors to truly work towards Health for All.

More clarity in language is an indispensable ingredient in discussions on how to undo harmful neoliberal restructuring of WHO and other UN agencies and problematic public-private webs of influence. I suggest undoing harmful language changes through three strategies:

• Identifying and rejecting ‘dangerous non-sense’ in neoliberal narratives and terminology
• “Calling a Spade, a Spade” and replacing problematic terms by less-value laden terms
• Recovering, and further clarifying, key legal concepts – correct WHO’s misconception and popular misunderstandings of conflict of interest.

I elaborate on these three strategies below:

1. Identify and reject dangerous ‘non-sense’ in neoliberal narratives and terminology

Nobody needs to be an academic expert to identify when they see ‘non-sense’. But many may be intimidated by the volumes of official and academic writing which asserts:

In complex situations ‘all stakeholders’ need to work together in ‘partnership’
This, and similar, sentences are presented as an ‘imperative’. However are simply non-sense, but dangerous non-sense! It is time to reject it! This alleged ‘imperative’ is part of neoliberal reframing of narratives and key concepts.

Of course, it would be ideal if all societal actors worked harmoniously together when there is an important societal problem. But we all know that this does not correspond to reality, especially when one of these ‘partners’ or ‘stakeholders’ is a powerful for-profit actor who is invited into various fora, on the neoliberal principle of ‘trust’ associated with these arrangements. French popular wisdom warns “you do not invite the wolf into the sheep pen.” And literature in political science, as well as literature on conflicts of interest in public service, or conflicts of interest in medicine, is full of examples why corporations should not be part of certain decision-making processes.

Yet the above empty slogan has given rise to plutocratic ‘governance’ (decision-making) systems with totalitarian features. In other words, systems where money, not people’s interests, rule (often through manipulation) and where critics are sidelined and silenced.

The draft concept paper underlying WHO’s current Global Work Plan (GWP) is based on such a partnership view. If one undertakes a simple analysis of its discourse by asking “What is said? How is it said? And "What is left out?”, a key suggestion in this document was for WHO to become a humble broker of multi-stakeholder partnerships and part of what was presented as a harmonious, evolving, system of multi-stakeholder governance in health. WHO’s regulatory function of corporate practices - which is distinct from standard setting function - seems to have been lost.

Networks challenging the above imperative and insisting on questioning partnership-approaches, and such as the International Action Network on Infant Feeding (IBFAN), are being discredited and defunded on the grounds that they are not joining the “narrative of the 21st century”.

Critics have often failed to deconstruct – to fully take apart - such non-sensical terms and narratives. It is not enough, for example, to state that there is a need to consider power differences between business- and civil society- ‘stakeholders’ because this does not challenge the idea that social actors, simply because they have an interest ‘at stake’, are legitimate stakeholders in public affairs; it implicitly reinforces the stakeholder discourse. Calling all kind of societal actors ‘stakeholders’ or ‘partners’ contributes to blurring of fundamental differences between actors in terms of power, interests, and legitimate societal roles and has favoured the rise of public-private hybrids which have acted as Trojan horses for business interests.

Remember: People are human rights holders whose rights UN agencies are meant to protect, promote, and respect. Transnational corporations (TNCs) are artificial legal entities whose key driver is profit-making for shareholders. Their power – including that of political lobbying against transnational public-interest regulation - should be kept in check by our governments and the intergovernmental system.

Dangerous ‘non-sense’ is also the more recent redefinition of key concepts such as ‘civil society’ to include transnational corporations (TNCs) and their associations, and of ‘academia’ to include (e.g. corporate-funded) think tanks.

Public-interest actors can of course, where appropriate, interact with business actors. For example, under the late Dr. Halfdan Mahler, WHO cooperated with pharmaceutical companies in its Tropical Disease Research Programme (TDR). At the same time, Dr Mahler did his best to work for transnational regulation of harmful business practices and of the products of pharmaceutical, food,
tobacco, and alcohol companies, and towards systems that provide access to Health for All, including access to affordable essential medicines. ix

Times have changed. Today there is a need to:

- re-establish a clear separation of spheres, and an ‘arms-lengths’ distance between public-interest actors and big business actors as well as hyper rich funders and their mega-foundations
- protect sensitive public interest inside information from firms and associated actors instead of inviting them into fora where they do not belong and giving them roles that are inappropriate
- allow for public scrutiny
- and protect whistleblowers - persons who report wrongdoing in the international public interest - and listen carefully to them, instead of sidelining, silencing, or persecuting them. x

2. “Call a spade a spade” – Be specific and replace problematic terms by less-value laden terms

The following terms should never be used without reflection. They should be replaced by terms which do not promote undue influences by giant firms and wealthy funders. These terms include:

- Partners, partnership, in particular public-private partnership (PPP), xi
- Stakeholder, multi-stakeholderAnything: such as MS-partnership (MSPs), MS-dialogue, MS-platform, MS-governance;
- Governance.

In fact, PPPs and MS-anything usually denote public-private hybrids and hybridization (PPHs) – the blurring of boundaries between private/business sphere and the public sphere. They introduce, and legitimize, undue influence of big corporations and mega-funders. Since the introduction of the term governance in the international arena, and the link with a redefined “stakeholder” term, the term multi-stakeholder governance simply means inviting corporations and big funders into decision-making.

This is why health activists working for Health for All, which includes appropriate health care systems accessible to all, and regulation of harmful practices of transnational corporations, have called neoliberal PPPs and MS-arrangements Trojan horses.

Scholars such as Susan George, who has long worked against the seizing of power by corporations, advocates abandoning the terms stakeholder and governance in public discourse. She stresses: “Non-native English speakers... don’t necessarily realize that in English a stake is always concerned with money, property or a bet of some kind. In the days of the American frontier, a pioneer moving West could lay, or ‘stake’ a claim to land, marking it physically with posts – or stakes at the corners...” xii

Two further reflections may help to undo the power of the multi-stakeholder governance notion:

I would like to remind people that the term stakeholder has been redefined in a Novartis-sponsored publication from then UN Secretary General Kofi Annan’s definition of stakeholders as: “those individuals and groups that have an interest, or take an interest, in the behaviour of a company... and who therefore establish what the social responsibility of a company entails” to a definition of stakeholders as “those who have an interest in a particular decision, either as individuals or as representatives of a group. This includes people who influence a decision, or can influence it, as well as those affected by it.” xiii
It is also useful to remember that the term governance comes from the Greek *gybernan*, which originally means to be at the rudder, to steer a boat. What must be vigorously defended is for our ‘health boat’ to be steered in the public interest, with the aim of achieving Health for All. (according to a map and by actors, which allow to reach Health for All.)

3. **Recover and further clarify key legal concepts – conflict of interest (a conflict within an actor)**

The neoliberal restructuring can also be reversed by recovering legal meanings of redefined key-concepts.

For example, the power of the broad stakeholder definition can be undone by pointing out that the law continues to define a stakeholder as “any person/group which can affect/be affected by the actions of a business. It includes employees, customers, suppliers, creditors and even the wider community and competitors.”

But most important is to recover the meaning of conflicts of interest. During the last 'reform' of WHO under Dr. Margaret Chan, Member States had asked WHO’s Secretariat to clarify the concept of conflict of interest and help distinguish appropriate from inappropriate interactions with corporations and other Non-state actors.

Instead, WHO actively redefined the conflict of interest (CoI) concept in a way that makes genuine conflict of interest regulation impossible. In its work, the Secretariat build on, rather than publicly rejected, a misleading COI definition that had been developed in a Gates-funded project for use in the Scaling-Up Nutrition (SUN) initiative, a public-private hybrid of which WHO and UNICEF are part.

The erroneous conception of conflict of interest, which is used in FENSA, WHO’s Framework of Engagement with Non-state Actors, unduly influences WHO’s relations with TNCs and wealthy funders. Among other things, it does not posit conflicts of interests as conflicts WITHIN an actor, but conflicts BETWEEN actors.

World expert on conflicts of interest in medicine, Professor Marc Rodwin, warned the agency since its Technical consultation "Addressing and managing conflicts of interest in the planning and delivery of nutrition programmes at country level" in 2015, that wrong conceptions may actually lead to an increase of conflicts of interest, among others by diverting attention from identification and genuine regulation of conflicts of interest to risk assessments. He proposes as most suitable CoI definition for WHO engagement with Non-state Actors a conception which takes financial conflicts of interest and loyalty conflicts into account. In such a conception it becomes clear that public-private arrangements in which public-interest actors are asked to look for win-win situations for both parties are placing them into a loyalty conflict. Is this why SUN’s Gates-funded project had to redefine conflicts of interest?

Non law-based CoI concepts, such as the notion of ‘intellectual conflicts of interest’, risk sidelining critical civil society actors or scientists from public debates. This situation is compounded by a problematic confidentiality clause for WHO experts.

In the medical sphere, it is long known that individual researchers, health professionals, or civil servants, cannot resolve certain conflicts of interest, if their institution is caught in what is called an institutional conflict of interest. If WHO had referred to existing institutional conflict of interest definitions, its leaders could have pointed out to its Member States that they have placed our specialized health agency into a severe institutional conflict of interest - a conflict between its
mandate (its ‘primary interest’) and the need to collect funds - by their long-standing refusal to fully
fund WHO via assessed contributions (which are the equivalent of taxes).

Some political and legal scientist have gone beyond the institutional conflict of interest frame by
developing an institutional corruption/integrity theory. It clearly identifies the risk that public-interest organizations’ mandates can be undermined - and their agendas shifted - depending on
where their money comes from.

Legal expert and ethicist Jonathan Marks writes in his book *The Perils of Partnership* that public
departments need not only conflict of interest policies but also “comprehensive counterstrategies to
insulate themselves from corporate influence”. And he asserts, “public health needs another
paradigm” xvi

Both, institutional conflict of interest, and institutional corruption/integrity, frameworks center on
the need to ensure the **integrity, independence, and trustworthiness** (respectively credibility) of
public institutions. This is a complex task. It entails ensuring that they have the capacity and political
will to fulfill their public mandates.

WHO’s Framework of Engagement with Non-state actors (FENSA) lists the above three terms under
its ‘principles’ of engagement. This triad is further key-touchstone when trying to recover WHO’s
capacity to work for peoples’ right to health.

Many of the neoliberal ‘principles’ of engagement need to be questioned. It should be noted that the
term ‘trust’ does not figure under FENSA’s principles of engagement. Member States have eliminated
during the discussions on earlier drafts. It should therefore also be eliminated from principles of all
other ‘engagement’ policies in public health which involve cooperation with private-sector actors.

However, it is important to recognize the limits of WHO’s Secretariat. They are set by funding and
Member State willingness to act in the international public interest rather than in their narrow
national interests or that of their transnational companies. The United States and EU Member States,
for example, have often resisted effective regulation of harmful TNC practices and reshaping of
pharmaceutical and health systems policies in the public interest. As we can see right now, China can
prevent WHO, and journalists, from undertaking genuine investigations into the origins of the Covid-
19 virus xix

**Full public funding and the recovery of WHO’s mandate**

To resolve WHO’s key institutional conflict of interest, to enable it to recover its integrity,
independence and trustworthiness, any Member State or civil society actor criticizing WHO’s
handling of the world’s health problems, must therefore also call to undo the long-standing ban on
raising assessed Member state contributions to WHO, as critics supportive of WHO have said for two
decades.

Today, the question is: Will WHO’s Director-General and its high-level officials engage in, and
support, efforts to defend the mandate and core-functions of WHO and start extricating our UN
specialized agency for health from opaque and inappropriate relations with venture philanthropies
and transnational corporations? Otherwise, our tax money contributes to further strengthening
public-private, plutocratic, global governance systems in health.
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